Abundance Paradigm
Extract from novel:

Spirit of a Pathless Land
Finance
~ Abolish the corporate, debt based fractional reserve banking system.
~ Delete all debt produced from that system.
~ Delete all debt bond values created by birth certificates and discontinue
the practise of registering the legal name as a corporation and surrendering
it to the private Crown Corporation as a surety to provide revenue for the
World Bank.
~ Shut down the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and all
Private Central Banks.
~ Replace them with a democratic, transparent and accountable financial
system that provides debt-free money with public management.
~ Iron out the bias inconsistencies between foreign exchange rate values.

Revenue
~ Introduce and maintain 15-40% income tax rates for corporations and
businesses across the board.
~ Abolish all other taxes.
~ Ensure that there are no loopholes so big businesses cannot be exempt.
~ Grant small businesses (1 or 2 owners) tax exemption status.

Health
~ Treat preventative medicine as important an approach as disease or
symptom based medicine.
~ Acknowledge that nutrition and exercise are pivotal for the maintenance
of good health.
~ Promote and fund traditional health practises such as:
Ayurveda, Celtic Herbal Lore, Naturopathy, Indigenous Healing &
Herbalism, TCM, Acupuncture & Massage, Spiritual, Energy and Quantum
Healing.
~ Hold the pharmaceutical, medical and surgical systems to legal account
for provable present and past medical misadventures.
~ Re-structure the medical training curriculum to represent ALL forms of
health and well-being practices.
~ Revisit the birthing occasion entirely to make sure that every child born
in care has a nurturing environment, quality time with parents, and clinical
intervention only when necessary.
~ Overhaul the vaccine industry with a completely new understanding of
how the immune system works based on 21st century science and
nutrition, not on dark aged superstition or eugenics based population
control. Immediately abolish vaccines that cause death, brain damage, or
extreme dangers to health.
~ Ban the addition of fluoride to municipal water supplies.
~ Abolish the Psychiatric Diagnostic and Statistical Manual as it's just
speculative fiction.
~ Overhaul the cancer 'industry' entirely to reflect methodology that cures.

~ Begin procedures to wrest back control of the medical and
pharmaceutical “”industries“” to the public state.
~ Audit over-prescription of pharmaceuticals due to excessive doses listed
on prescription charts.
~ Ban prescription of brain and nervous system medications to children
under 14 years old, who don't have a physiological need for them (e.g:
children with epilepsy).
~ Ban use of anti-psychotics as first options for dementia, disability and
psychiatric conditions.

Social Services and Employment
~ Redefine 'Society' according to the broad humanitarian measure of
'Varied Cultural Identities'.
~ Take advantage of the new Revenue structure set out by this document
to empower small businesses and sole traders across the land to create
more diverse employment opportunities and benefit their local economies
and communities.
~ Aim to restructure the disparities in class based employment. That is,
redefine salaries to be based on objective skill levels not old caste system
paradigms of priest-pauper, master-servant etc.
~ Create a new wave of employment opportunities based on the cultural
paradigms of indigenous culture.

Broadcasting
~ Give the public democratic state more power over broadcasting
standards and quality control.

~ Refuse to have media dictated to the country by the 5 global media
corporations controlled by the oligarchical cabal that control 90% of what
we see, hear and read.
~ Give consumers a choice not to be dictated to by the agenda of the
global oligarchy, who serve up continual propaganda and lies to maintain
establishment power.
~ Utilise truly alternative media sources to provide a more balanced
representation of information.
~ Continuing and expanded support of local broadcasting and indigenous
cultural broadcasting.

Education
~ Ban single sex schools.
~ A new curriculum drafted with abstract pseudo-scientific theory and
propaganda replaced by cosmopolitan, universal and vocationally based
teachings.
~ Promotion of practical, common sense and experiential teaching over
'academic' and 'intellectual' programming.
~ The use of the words 'subjects' and 'classes' to be replaced by the words
'topics' or ‘sessions'.
~ Make indigenous culture and language a key part of the curriculum.

Foreign Affairs and Trade
~ Respect global Indigenous customs. Honour multi-cultural diversity.
~ “Do unto other countries as we would do unto our own”
~ Stand up for our rights as integral sovereign universal beings and

disassociate the country from the commonwealth, the united nations and
all other such new world order organisations.
~ Acknowledge the “global war on terror” is make believe and perpetuated
by the real terrorists.
~ Recognize false flag psy-op operations such as 9-11 and seek
international justice proceedings against the true criminals.
~ Trade according to ethical guidelines and actual fair trade protocols.
Promote locally sourced produce and farmer's markets.
~ Exercise government veto power over corporations that trade illegally.

Justice
~ 'Prevention' rather than 'correction'.
~ Police the legislators, and corporate policy-makers according to the
maxim, 'the pen is as harmful as the sword'. Prosecute them where
necessary and repeal illegal laws and policies.
~ Shift the focus from low class petty misdemeanours to high class fraud
and crime syndications.
~ Ensure the maximum transparency and accountability of this
department.
~ Delete the entire national legislation and re-write it according to the
main principles of Natural Law, Universal Law and Common Law.
For example:
“If a particular man-made law is in harmony with Natural Law, then it
follows logically that it is redundant, since it is stating a truth that is
inherent, pre-existing and self-evident. Therefore it is both irrelevant and

unnecessary.
If a particular man-made law is in opposition to natural law, then it
follows logically that it is both false (incorrect) and immoral (harmful), or in
other words, wrong. Therefore it cannot be legitimately binding on
anyone.” (Mark Passio)

Corrections
~ Phase out the obsession with punishment and overhaul the department
to reflect the principle of rehabilitation.

Housing
~ Make home mortgages interest free.
~ Outlaw the 'monopoly' game by banning multiple ownership of buildings
and land for the purpose of profiteering.
~ Accept the mental redefinition that by the ultimate equation we don't
own land, we are the guardians and caretakers of land.
~ Promote eco-housing with such measures as making solar panels
mandatory where they are effective. Utilise the most environmentally
friendly building materials possible, including recycled materials. Use
natural plant fences rather than timber fences. Catch rainwater. Solar
heat water.
~ Encourage every householder to plant fruit and vegetables on their
property. Create incentives for this. For instance 50 square metres of fruit
or vegetable plants receives annual 25% rate discount. 100 square metres
= annual 50 % discount etc.

State Services
~ Make Government a public organisation not a private corporation.
~ Prevent privatisation of national assets and state services.
~ Take back privatised state services by mandate of universal law.
~ Define the State as a sovereign autonomous republic in a new
constitutional document.
~ Remember that politicians are servants of the people, not vice versa.

Labour
~ Reflect universal abundance with universal basic income.
~ Better efficiency and effectiveness across all sectors with greater resource
sensitivity.
~ Bring equality to workplace roles and wages by ironing out the class
discrimination salary game.
~ Mandate for an end to racial and sexual discrimination.
~ Transition to a 3-4 day working week model with higher wages and
better working conditions across the board.

Commerce
~ Note that the etymology of commerce is 'com = together' and 'mercis =
merchandise'. Merchandise together.
~ This implies communally accessible goods and services that are
reasonably priced.
~ Encourage product diversification and discourage monopolies to create a
more fluid market.

~ Replace fixed pricing with negotiable pricing including barter of goods
and services.

Immigration
~ No comment.

Transport
~ Nationalize and de-privatize the fuel industry.
~ Roll out the engines that run on a fraction of the petrol.
~ Roll out the electric, water and vegetable oil fuelled motors en masse.
~ Provide more public transport options.
~ Encourage car-pooling and ride-sharing.

Information Technology
~ Promote open source operating systems like Linux.
~ Promote open source software sharing for more effective and efficient
communities.
~ Design and implement new databases for antiquated State and Social
service databases.
~ Ban sweeping 'big brother' type information gathering and only use
surveillance operations when criminality is involved.
~ Criminalize surveillance back-doors in operating systems, software and
internet platforms.
~ Maintain the freedom of information sharing on the internet according
to basic constitutional rights.

~ Work with companies to help make the internet a safer place.
~ Follow the tests and actions specified in 'Ideals' for the Department of
Communications.

Communications
~ Facilitate thorough scientific research and testing into the safety or
danger of Wi-Fi modems, 3&4G phones, wireless devices and cellular
frequency transmission towers and GWEN towers.
~ If tests prove that these devices, towers, and frequencies detrimentally
affect health and well-being, enforce telecommunications companies to fund
emergency research into measures for making them safe, bio-compatible
and non-carcinogenic.
~ Where intervention fails, ban the products or frequencies that are proven
to be carcinogenic or generally detrimental to health.

Indigenous Affairs
~ Honour indigenous people as sovereign and autonomous and always
conduct meetings with indigenous people with cultural respect and
understanding.
~ Honour the universal right of indigenous people for autonomous selfgovernance.
~ Elevate the status of the department so as that it becomes mandatory
for all other departments to seek their advice on any important matter
relating to indigenous people.

Police
~ Reflect the new changes of the justice department (in this template)

throughout the police department.
~ Reinforce to police that they represent the people, not the state.
~ Ensure that inappropriate and excessive force equals immediate loss of
job.
~ Give the police more of a mandate to go after the real criminals. The
predominantly white oligarchical gang of banks, corporations, dynastic
families and institutions that fraudulently control the vast majority of the
worlds money.
~ Use police to hunt down and help close down this gang that criminally
dominate finance and commerce; manipulate national currencies and
economies; control the media and command the Earth's resources.

Internal Affairs
~ Ensure that government policies and procedures are democratic,
transparent and accountable.
~ Ensure they are actioned and implemented ethically, for the benefit of
the people.
~ Align national affairs with universal nature.

Civil Defence
~ Keep the status quo.

Veterans Affairs
~ Encourage social and rehabilitation programmes for veterans.
~ Implement more programs that engage seniors with their community
and with the youth.

~ Set up a new department called;
'The Department of Senior Citizens',
run by senior citizens to uphold the rights of senior citizens.

Agriculture
~ Transform agricultural practises to reflect modern scientific
understanding about the widespread ecological damage from monoculture
and the negative human health effects of agrochemicals.
~ Encourage a rapid shift toward permaculture, organic and diversified
practises.
~ Grant incentives and tax breaks for companies looking to transition to
ecologically sustainable practises.
~ Educate everywhere about the importance of working together with the
natural ecological symbiosis of the environment.
~ Convert to free range farming.
~ Ban factory, cage, indoor and barn farming and penalise cruelty to
animals with the force of law.

Forestry
~ Utilize a greater variety of clay, brick, concrete, textiles and recycled
resources in the building industry.
~ Promote eco-housing with less reliance on timber.
~ Rehabilitate old forestry land with food forests.
~ Criminalize deforestation.

Women’s Affairs
~ Create a Women’s Welfare League with advisory council status.
~ Acknowledge that common cultural traditions are unfairly patriarchal
and have marginalized female rights.
~ Work constructively to rebalance the resultant inequality across every
sector of society.
~ Aim for equal gender representation across the board in the employment
sector. Make this measure mandatory in politics and government.

Defence
~ Totally ban all chemical and nuclear weapons and organise safe disposal,
deconstruction and containment of them.
~ Entirely ban weapons of mass destruction including electromagnetic and
laser weaponry.
~ Implement the dual defences of neutrality and pacifism as much as is
realistically possible.
~ Total transparency and accountability of funding and spending.

Tourism
~ Promote the country as peaceful.
~ Market organic farming and permaculture; native forest walks, GM free
and nuclear free, for what they're worth.
~ Aim to enhance the environment by working toward a clean atmosphere
and an unpolluted ocean. These measures will increase tourist numbers,
create a huge job market and ensure environmental protection.

Youth Affairs
~ Quit stealing children from their parents for ridiculous reasons.
~ In cases of divorce or separation, give any child support funds directly to
the solo parent, not to the state.
~ Update the school curriculum as per Education department guidelines,
for the sake of the youth.
~ Tailor education to youth, not youth to education!!!
~ Form paid youth groups as advisory think-tanks to schools and
government.
~ Make school optional and encourage home schooling or local community
schooling alternatives.
~ As per Communications Department, research and implement
scientifically certified protective measures for the use of Wi-Fi modems,
3&4G phones, wireless devices and cellular frequency transmission towers.
~ Ensure this research and the provision of remedial technology is entirely
funded by the telecommunications industry.

Statistics
~ Record less, less is more.
~ Speak to people about issues rather than analysing disproportionate
charts and numbers.

Land Information
~ Discontinue the department. Put a map of the country on the wall of
every other department.

Energy
~ Implement a 15 year project to discontinue nuclear energy and transfer
to Free energy (Tesla energy).
~ Refer to keshefoundation.org for more on this exciting project.
~ Implement 15 year plan to discontinue fossil fuel energy and replace it
with free energy and renewable energy.
~ Install marine hydro electricity plants. (In combination with the new
marine farms)
~ Make solar panels mandatory in new roof manufacture.
~ Promote eco-housing in general.
~ Provide services for recycling and regeneration of wast across the board.
~ Research the recycling of chlorofluorocarbon and toxic greenhouse gases
into sources of energy.
Fisheries
~ Fund and facilitate marine farming.
~ Invest in fresh water aquaculture and aquaponics.
~ Fund marine and freshwater rehabilitation and replenishment
programmes.
~ Ban all unsustainable corporate fishing practises. Especially the big
genocidal drag-nets.
~ Impose trade embargoes on any countries that continue to practise
unsustainable fishing practises, or kill whales or dolphins.
~ Prevent fishing in areas when and where fish are spawning, and the
taking of juvenile fish.

~ Employ a government watchdog representative on every corporate
fishing boat.
~ Transfer funds from the Defence Department to pay for far more
oceanic monitoring vessels such as Sea Shepherd.

Research Science and Technology
~ Shift the focus from laboratory research to forest and field research.
~ Curb GM madness with the recognition of the worlds natural abundance.
Focus more on crop bio-diversification, organic and permaculture methods
for healthier yields.
~ Stop animal testing and vivisection.
~ Ensure all research science and technology practises and equipment meet
ethical and environmental safeguards.
~ Ensure that all research science and technological activities are for the
greater benefit of people and the environment.
~ Stop all nano technology.
~ Ban electronic ID chips in human beings. Ban electronic chips and nano
technology in medications. Ban the use of electronic chips in the body or
brain unless for the express purpose of improving someone's impaired
quality of life, with consent, or saving their life.
~ Ban weather modification projects like HAARP.
~ Ban GWEN towers and take them down.
~ Ban chemtrails.
~ Decommission the Hadron Collider and similar projects (or cut trade
with countries that have commissioned it/them).

~ Follow the tests and actions specified in 'Ideals' for the Department of
Communications.

Consumer Affairs
~ Encourage product diversity.
~ Promote local markets.
~ Ensure precise product labelling is mandatory, including GMOs and place
of origin.
~ Hold corporations criminally accountable for false marketing practises.

Customs
~ Cease importing and exporting products where enough are grown and
produced locally to meet demand.
~ Research other methods such as quantum field bio-resonance imprinting
for sanitisation purposes to curb reliance on chemicals.

Conservation
~ Create an environmental protection department within the police force.
~ Empower this department to prosecute industries that ignore
conservation preservation measures and safeguards.
~ Ban poisonous toxic chemicals.
~ Provide and educate about ecologically sound alternatives.
~ Use humanpower (and create jobs) to work on conservation areas and
confront pest epidemics.

Local Government
~ Bridge the divide that separates local government from local citizen.
~ Bridge the divide between local and regional governments and central
government.
~ Remove corporate funding and sponsorship from politics.

